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Coordinates and 
Transformations 

MIT ECCS 6.837  
Wojciech Matusik 

 
many slides follow Steven Gortler’s book 
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Hierarchical modeling 
• Many coordinate systems:  

• Camera 
• Static scene 
• car 
• driver 
• arm 
• hand 
• ... 

• Makes it important to understand coordinate 
systems 2 
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The next slide contains an obvious error. Let us find it together!



Coordinates 
• We are used to represent points with tuples of 

coordinates such as 

• But the tuples are meaningless without a clear 
coordinate system 

could be this point                

in the blue 

coordinate system 

could be this point 

in the red 

coordinate system 
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Different objects 
• Points 

• represent locations 

• Vectors 
• represent movement, force, displacement from A to B 

• Normals  
• represent orientation, unit length 

• Coordinates 
• numerical representation of the above objects  

in a given coordinate system 
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Points & vectors are different 
• The 0 vector has a fundamental meaning:  

no movement, no force 

• Why would there be a special 0 point? 

 

• It’s meaningful to add vectors, not points 
• Boston location + NYC location =? 

+ =? 
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Points & vectors are different 
• Moving car 

• points describe location of car elements 
• vectors describe velocity, distance between pairs of 

points 

• If I translate the moving car to a different road 
• The points (location) change 
• The vectors (speed, distance between points) don’t 
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Matrices have two purposes 
• (At least for geometry) 

• Transform things 
• e.g. rotate the car from facing 

North to facing East 

• Express coordinate system 
changes 
• e.g. given the driver's location 

in the coordinate system of the 
car, express it in the coordinate 
system of the world 
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Goals for today 
• Make it very explicit what coordinate system is 

used 

• Understand how to change coordinate systems 

• Understand how to transform objects 

• Understand difference between points, vectors, 
normals and their coordinates 
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Questions? 
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Reference 
• This lecture follows the new book by 

Steven (Shlomo) Gortler from Harvard:  
Foundations of 3D Computer Graphics 
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Plan 
• Vectors 

 

• Points 

 

• Homogeneous coordinates 

 

• Normals (in the next lecture) 
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Vectors (linear space) 
• Formally, a set of elements equipped with 

addition and scalar multiplication 
• plus other nice properties 

• There is a special element, the zero vector 
• no displacement, no force 
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Vectors (linear space) 
• We can use a basis to produce all the vectors in 

the space:  
• Given n basis vectors  

any vector       can be written as 

here: 
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Linear algebra notation 

• can be written as 

 

 

• Nice because it makes the basis  
(coordinate system) explicit 

• Shorthand:  

 

• where bold means triplet, t is transpose 
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Questions? 
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Linear transformation 

• Transformation       of the vector space 
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Linear transformation 

• Transformation       of the vector space so that 

 

 

• Note that it implies  

• Notation                for transformations 
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Matrix notation 
• Linearity implies 

 
? 
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Matrix notation 
• Linearity implies 

 

 

 

• i.e. we only need to know the basis 
transformation  

• or in algebra notation 
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Algebra notation 
• The          are also vectors of the space 

• They can be expressed in the basis 
for example:  

 

 

 

• which gives us 

... 
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Algebra notation 
• The          are also vectors of the space 

• They can be expressed in the basis 
for example:  

 

 

 

• which gives us 
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Recap, matrix notation 

 

• Given the coordinates c in basis  
the transformed vector has coordinates Mc in  
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Example 1
THERE IS AN ERROR IN THE FOLLOWING SLIDE!
Consequences, including a very confused and almost
embarrassed teacher, can be seen on the lecture video. The
event was a lucky accident, pedagogically, because we got to
witness what happens when you “just believe” or “want to
believe” an equation without double-checking that it is valid!!

In a graphics program, such misconceptions would lead to
strange and unexpected behavior – things like “blank screen” or
“weird colors”. To solve such issues requires double-checking
all your changes since the last time you got expected behavior.

Correction will be discussed on the next lecture, but I leave it
up to you to try to find and correct the error. Hint: the
computations and mental model spoken on the lecture were
correct, but the slide has a misprint! As anticipated, identifying
and fixing the error would have been the logical conclusion of
some more minutes of focused time with a pen and a paper.



Example 1
THERE IS AN ERROR IN THIS SLIDE! Try to find and correct
it – getting it right will have taught you the math up to now.
Solution on next lecture.

Just one example of a linear transformation matrix useful in
graphics – Counter-clockwise [hint about the error: really?]
rotation of θ radians around the positive z-axis:

Rz(θ) =




cos(θ) sin(θ) 0
− sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 1




How to remember / understand / fix this? Take a pen, draw a
unit circle on the xy-plane, and recall basic trigonometry from
school times! The “canonical” basis vectors [1, 0, 0]t and
[0, 1, 0]t must rotate along the unit circle to the expected new
positions.



Example 2

Another example of a linear transformation matrix useful in
graphics – Scaling of axes:

S(sx, sy, sz) =



sx 0 0
0 sy 0
0 0 sz




How to remember / understand this? Take a pen, draw a unit
box or some other simple shape, and see how different values
of sx,sy, and sz make isotropic and anisotropic scalings.

Really, do it, if you haven’t already!



Further Examples

Look at the implementation of the Matrix3f class in our example
codes, found in the file Matrix3f.cpp

Make sure you understand the implementation of rotation and
scaling matrices, and the operators for matrix-vector
multiplication and matrix-matrix multiplication.

Really, do it, if you haven’t already!

And. . . looking at the code will also further spoil you about the
error made in the earlier lecture slide (which was supposed to
replicate the C++ code – and was supposed to be “so simple
and straightforward that it doesn’t need to be double-checked”
→ Fail.)



Example: Inverse transforms
Remember the inverse transform: M−1M =MM−1 = I

Matrix3f.cpp implements determining (by computing the
“determinant”) if an inverse matrix exists, and a formula for
inverting an invertible matrix. It is important to understand the
concept of the inverse transform. For most of our graphics
transforms, we know the inverses explicitly (understand and
verify):

R−1
z (θ) = Rz(−θ) =




cos(−θ) sin(−θ) 0
− sin(−θ) cos(−θ) 0

0 0 1




S−1(sx, sy, sz) = S(1/sx, 1/sy, 1/sz) =



1/sx 0 0
0 1/sy 0
0 0 1/sz






Why do we care 
• We like linear algebra 

• It’s always good to get back to an abstraction 
that we know and for which smarter people have 
developed a lot of tools 

• But we also need to keep track of what 
basis/coordinate system we use 
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Questions? 
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Change of basis 
• Critical in computer graphics 

• From world to car to arm to hand coordinate system 
• From Bezier splines to B splines and back 

 

• problem with basis change:  
you never remember which is M or M¯¹ 
it’s hard to keep track of where you are 
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Change of basis 
• Assume we have two bases        and  

• And we have the coordinates of       in 

• e.g.  

 

• i.e. 

 

• which implies 
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Change of basis 
• We have                               &  

• Given the coordinate of    in   : 

 

• What are the coordinates in    ? 
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Change of basis 
• We have                               &  

• Given the coordinate of    in   : 

 

• Replace    by its expression in  

 

 

•    has coordinates               in  

• Note how we keep track of the coordinate 
system by having the basis on the left 
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Questions? 
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•L(p + q) = L(p) + L(q) 

•L(ap) = a L(p) 

Linear Transformations 

Translation 
Rotation 

Rigid / Euclidean 
Linear 

Similitudes 

Isotropic Scaling 

Scaling 

Shear 

Reflection 
Identity 

Translation is not linear: 
f(p) = p+t 
f(ap) = ap+t ≠ a(p+t) = a f(p) 
f(p+q) = p+q+t ≠ (p+t)+(q+t) = f(p) + f(q) 
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Plan 
• Vectors 

 

• Points 
 

• Homogenous coordinates 

 

• Normals 
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Points vs. Vectors 
• A point is a location 

• A vector is a motion between two points 

• Adding vectors is meaningful 
• going 3km North + 4km East = going 5km North-East 

• Adding points is not meaningful 
• Boston location + New York location = ? 

• Multiplying a point by a scalar? 

• The zero vector is meaningful (no movement) 

• Zero point ? 
32 



Affine space 
• Points are elements of an affine space 

• We denote them with a tilde 

 

• Affine spaces are an extension of vector spaces 
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Point-vector operations 
• Subtracting points gives a vector 

 

• Adding a vector to a point gives a point 
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Frames 
• A frame is an origin      plus a basis 

• We can obtain any point in the space by adding 
a vector to the origin 

 

 

• using the coordinates c of the vector in  
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Algebra notation 
• We like matrix-vector expressions 

• We want to keep track of the frame  

• We’re going to cheat a little for elegance 
and decide that 1 times a point is the point 

 

 

 

•    is represented in   by 4 coordinate, where the 
extra dummy coordinate is always 1 (for now) 
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Recap 
• Vectors can be expressed in a basis 

• Keep track of basis with left notation 
• Change basis 

• Points can be expressed in a frame  
(origin+basis) 
• Keep track of frame with left notation 
• adds a dummy 4th coordinate always 1 
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Affine transformations 
• Include all linear transformations 

• Applied to the vector basis 

• Plus translation 

38 Courtesy of Prof. Fredo Durand. Used with permission.



Matrix notation 
• We know how to transform the vector basis 

 

 

 

• We will soon add translation by a vector 
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Linear component 

• Note how we leave the fourth component alone 
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Translation component 

• Express translation vector t in the basis 
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Translation 
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Full affine expression 

Which tells us both how to get a new frame ftM 
or how to get the coordinates Mc after transformation 
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Questions? 
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More notation properties 
• If the fourth coordinate is zero, we get a vector 

• Subtracting two points: 

 

 

 

 

• Gives us 
 
a vector (last coordinate = 0) 
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More notation properties 
• Adding a point 

 
 
                                to a vector 

 

• Gives us  
 
 
 
a point (4th coordinate=1) 
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More notation properties 
• vectors are not affected by the translation part 

 

 

 

 

• because their 4th coordinate is 0 

• If I rotate my moving car in the world, I want its 
motion to rotate 

• If I translate it, motion should be unaffected 
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Questions? 
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Frames & hierarchical modeling 

• Many coordinate systems (frames):  
• Camera 
• Static scene 
• car 
• driver 
• arm 
• hand 
• ... 

 

• Need to understand nested transformations 
49 
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Frames & hierarchical modeling 

• Example: what if I rotate the wheel of the moving 
car:  

• frame 1: world 

• frame 2: car 

• transformation: rotation 
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Hold those thoughts

As usual, we continue the math track quite directly from here
next time.

But at this point, we make a minor detour in some philosophy
of learning and programming skills.



Some words about:

I programming (philosophical)
I learning programming (philosophical)

With some references to get us thinking

Postponed for a later time (likely next lecture):

I and “what on earth actually happened (or, was supposed
to happen) in Assignment 0?” (philosophical and technical)

I C++ (technical)
I OpenGL (technical)
I GLUT (technical)



Abstruse Goose: “How to teach yourself C++ in 21 days” (
http://abstrusegoose.com/249 )

The above webcomic contains science fiction elements, “nerd
humor”, and sarcasm – but also bits of truth to think about:

I Regardless of language, programming starts with learning
basic structures and program flow.

I Learning takes time
I Learning needs interaction and motivation
I Ten years of actively doing something (ca. 3648 days) is

likely to make you a professional in any skill – like
programming (or theoretical physics, or genetics, or
playing an instrument, for that matter).

I 21 days . . . well . . . is unlikely.



What is learning?

As of Spring 2017 I’m thinking about this quite a lot, since
we’re discussing this formally in the “YPE” studies (university
pedagogical studies)

My thoughts, and implications:

I Learning takes time – use the 135 hours allotted for any 5
ECTS credit points

I Learning needs interaction – use IRC, email, computer
classes, face-to-face fellow students, friends

I Learning needs motivation – I can only (try to) spark and
maintain yours, but the rest is all personal; if you don’t
want to learn something, a bigger question should arise:
do you want a degree in IT; do you want to be an IT pro?

I Learning is painful – remember: “no pain, no gain”, if you
don’t yet feel any pain, raise the bar! The Assignments of
this course have all the potential to facilitate pain.



What is learning?

More thoughts:

I Learning comes from getting answers to questions – first
thing is to formulate the next question – what do I know,
what do I need to know next. Not so simple, though!!

I Sometimes just thinking about the question gives you
the answer – discovery of an application!

I Usually it leads to reading more information – so simple
these days; we have the WWW!

I At times, you just need to ask others.
I However, I doubt any deeper learning is possible if you

don’t ask yourself first, which leads to formulating the
question.



What is it to learn programming?

More thoughts:

I Not sure about today, but back in the 1990’s the school
system did not really support active thinking and asking
questions. “Book knowledge” is just not enough for
programming (or scientific work, or other fundamentally
creative activities). Fortunately, we are in university now!

I “Book knowledge” is definitely required, too – for example,
we need tutorials to learn how things work, we need
specifications and reference manuals to check things out.

I But none of this knowledge will create a program
I The real skill is to locate knowledge and to apply it to the

task at hand.
I Impossible to remember how all the 10000 nuts and bolts

work – the target skill is to re-discover, again and again.
It gets easier every time. Things look similar (in C, C++,
C#, Java, Javascript, Python, . . . )



Requirements in real-world programming jobs

I Standard pre-assignment in a job recruitement: You are
given a new platform (something you might have never
seen) and a task to create some “simple” application
(something you might have never done before) in one
week.

I You need to be able to do this – they want you to be able
to learn new things (and of course, they’re likely to
measure also the “quality” of your solution)

I Then, you might get to the actual interview – in which
they’d probably like to know how you communicate with
peers – for example, if you are able to ask for help and
help others in a team.



Role of TIEA311. . . a step towards the real skills

I New tools (language, libraries)
I New application
I Less “holding your hand” – a push towards new ways of

thinking and acting (compared to what earlier levels of
school may have been like)

I Towards being a pro!

Programming 1 and 2 can only get you so far. Soon after, there
must be a shift towards the skills to survive in real world.

The Assignments of this course facilitate learning real-world
skills. They give you some basic knowledge, but also “more or
less vague clues” for finding out more from outside sources :).


